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IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE

(S), DHUBRI

G.R. Case No. 1124/2015
U/S 341/294/323/506/34 IPC

STATE OF ASSAM

                                                         -VS-

1) KHAYBOR RAHMAN
2) JAHANGIR ALOM

                                             3) SAIFUL RAHMAN
                                            4) MONAJUL HOQUE

……  ACCUSED PERSONS

PRESENT:- SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, LL.M., A.J.S.
 SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S), 

DHUBRI

FOR THE STATE:-       MR. R K ROY, LEARNED A.P.P.
FOR THE ACCUSED:-       MR. SK MD. SHAHJAHAN  

               LEARNED ADVOCATE
EVIDENCE RECORDED ON :- 03/08/19
ARGUMENT HEARD ON:-      03/08/19
JUDGEMENT DELIVERED ON:-03/08/19

JUDGMENT

1. In this case accused Khaybor Rahman are three other accused

persons  are  facing trial   for  the  case  filed by the  informant

Jahan Ali, u/s 341/294/323/506/34 IPC. 

2. The brief  of  the  prosecution  story  as  revealed  from the  FIR

inter-alia  is  that  on  12/03/2015,  a  quarrel  between  the

informant’s son and the accused persons pertaining to plucking

of  betel-nut and regarding the dispute on 16/03/15 at about

5.00 PM  a meeting was called. During the time of meeting the

accused persons started to assault his son Jajangir. As a result

his son sustained bleeding injuries in  his face and nose and

became unconscious.   Thereafter he had to undergone medical

treatment. Hence,  the  informant  filed  this  case  against  the

accused persons. 

3. On receipt of the ejahar the O/C of Agomani P. S registered the

case  vide  Agomani  P.S.  case  No.  62/2015,  u/s

120(B)/143/447/341/306/506  IPC.  During  the  course  of
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investigation  the  I.O.  visited  the  place  of  occurrence  and

recorded the statement of the witnesses. The I.O arrested the

accused  persons  and  enlarged  them  as  the  offences  are

bailable in nature.  After completion of investigation the I.O. has

submitted the charge sheet against the accused persons u/s

341/294/323/506/34  IPC  and  was  forwarded  the  case  to  the

court for trial. 

4. On receipt of summons the accused persons appeared be-

fore the court. Copies of relevant documents were furnished

to the accused persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After

hearing the learned counsel for both the sides and on find-

ing sufficient materials to presume that the accused persons

have  committed  offences  punishable  under  section

341/294/323/506 IPC, the charged under the said sections

are  read  over  and  explained  to  the  accused  persons  to

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

5. In  support  of  their  case  prosecution  examined  three  wit-

nesses.  As there is no incriminating materials against the

accused  persons  their  statement  u/s  313  Cr.P.C.  are  dis-

pensed with. Defence declined to adduce evidence.

6.  Heard the argument put forwarded by the learned Counsel

for  both  the  sides  as  well  as  gone  through the  evidence

available on record.

7.  Point for determination.

i) Whether the accused persons on 16/03/15 at about

5.00 PM at  village Sindurai  Part II    had wrongfully

restrained  the  informant’s  son  namely   Jahangir

Hussain from moving towards his desired direction in

furtherance of their common intention and  thereby

committed the offence punishable u/s 341/34 IPC?

ii)  Whether the accused persons on the same date

time and place voluntarily caused  hurt to informant’s

son  namely Jahangir  Hussain in furtherance of their

common  intention  and   thereby  committed  the
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offence punishable u/s 323 IPC?

iii) Whether the accused persons the same date time

and  place  uttered  filthy  language  towards  the

informant in  or  near  public  place  in  furtherance of

their  common  intention  and  thereby  committed

offence punishable u/s 294/34 IPC?

iv) Whether the accused persons on the same date

time and place criminally intimidated the informant's

son  in  fear  of  certain  injury  in  furtherance  of  their

common  intention   and  thereby  committed  the

offence punishable u/s 506/34 IPC?

  

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

8. I  have  gone  through  the  evidence  on  record  and  heard  the

learned  counsels  of  both  sides  and  I  shall  now discuss  and

decide the points formulated.  

EVIDENCES

9. In this case Moksed  Ali  was examined as PW-1,  Ramzan Ali

was examined as PW-2 and Jahangir Hussain was examined as

PW-3. 

10. PW-1 Moksed  Ali  deposed that the informant and the accused

persons are known to him. The informant had already expired.

He does not know the date of incident. He said that he heard

that about four years back  both sides had some dispute. He

did not see the incident. 

          During his cross examination he said that the accused

also  filed  a  cross  case.  He  heard  that  the  matter  was

compromised. 

11. PW-2  Ramzan Ali deposed that the informant and the accused

persons are known to him. The informant had already expired.

He deposed that about  four years back at about 8.00 PM both

the sides had some altercation pertaining to plucking of betel

nut.

                     During his cross examination he said that he has

not seen any marpit. 

12. PW-3 Jahangir Hussain deposed that the informant is his father.
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He had expired. He said that about  three years back in the

evening  both  the  sides  had  some  altercation  pertaining  to

plucking of betel nut. He said that both sides had filed cross

case  against  each  other.  They  had  only  verbal  altercation.

Later they settled the matter between themselves.  His cross

examination is declined by defence side. 

            APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE

13. Point NO. 1

          To constitute an offence u/s 341 IPC the prosecution has to

establish that on the date of occurrence the accused persons had

wrongfully restrained the victims from proceeding in any direction

in which they had the right to proceed. In this case PW-1, PW-2 and

PW-3  have  not  stated  anything  that  the  accused  persons

restrained  them  on  their  way  in  which  they  have  the  right  to

proceed.   There  is  also  no  evidence  to  show that  the  accused

persons formed an unlawful assembly while committing offence as

alleged u/s 341 IPC Hence, I am of the opinion that the ingredients

u/s 341 IPC is not attracted in this case.

14. Point No. 2

        To constitute an offence u/s 294 IPC the prosecution has

to establish that the accused uttered filthy language towards

the victim.

           During argument learned counsel for the accused submitted

that to attract section 294 IPC the prosecution must bring on the

record the very word which is alleged to be obscene.  It is fact that

unless the word alleged to be obscene is brought on record it is not

possible  to  decide  whether  the  very  word  is  obscene  or  not

according to section 294 IPC.  

         From the evidence of PW.1, PW-2 and PW.3 it appears to me

that the prosecution failed to bring on record the word which is

alleged to be obscene. In absence of the very word it cannot be

held the accused guilty for uttering the obscene word.

         Hence I opined that the accused is not guilty of offence under

section 294 IPC.

15. Point No. 3

        To bring the offence u/s 323 IPC the prosecution has to prove

that the accused persons voluntarily caused hurt to the victim. It is

stated in the FIR that the accused persons beat the informant's
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son. But from the evidence of PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3,  it shows that

they  have  not  stated  a  single  word  implicating  the  accused

persons that the accused  persons have committed  marpit upon

the victim in any manner. Thus, it appears to me that the evidence

of PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 have not corroborated the contents of the

FIR.  Hence, I find no ingredients to bring home the charge u/s 323

IPC.

16. Point No. 4

          To bring the offence u/s 506 IPC the prosecution has to

prove that the accused threatened the informant’s son in fear of

death or cause injury to his person or reputation or property. But

from the evidence of PW-1 PW-2 and PW-3 it has appeared that the

accused persons have not threatened the informant’s son in any

way. Thus, it appears to me that the evidence of PW-1, PW-2 and

PW-3 are  not corroborated with the contents of the FIR. Hence, I

find no ingredients to bring home the charge u/s 506 IPC as well.

17. Thus, it appears to me that the evidence available on record

are  not  sufficient  to  bring  home  the  offence  u/s

341/323/294/506  IPC.  Accordingly,  the  accused  persons  are

acquitted on benefit of doubt and set at liberty forthwith.

18. The  bail  bonds  of  the  accused  persons  are  extended  for  a

period of six months as per section 437-A Cr.PC.

19. Given under my hand & seal of this Court and delivered in the

open Court on this 3rd day of  August, 2019 at Dhubri.

 (SANGITA HALOI)
               Sub Divisional  Judicial
Magistrate(S),

Dhubri
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                               APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

P.W-1   Moksed  Ali
PW-2  Ramzan Ali 
PW-3  Zajangir Hussain

DEFENCE WITNESSES :

Nil

EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS:

Nil  

(SANGITA HALOI)
       Sub Divisional  Judicial Magistrate(S),

Dhubri


